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state. Each year LNC recruits committed individuals interested in learning more about
North Carolina and connecting with fellow
leaders. Through innovative programming,
LNC teaches these engaged citizens about
the challenges and opportunities facing North
Carolina and offers tools to turn their knowledge into action for the benefit of the state.
David Fountain has been an energetic and
visionary chair of LNC’s board since 2016, as
one might have expected from his successful
rise through the ranks at Duke Energy. He
holds BA, JD, and MBA degrees from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where
he was a Morehead-Cain Scholar. He practiced law at McGuire Woods in Raleigh from
1994 to 2000, after which he joined what was
then called Carolina Power & Light as associate general counsel. From 2009 to 2012, Mr.
Fountain served as general counsel and vice
president of Progress Energy Inc. From there,
he went on to serve as senior vice president
of Enterprise Legal Support at Duke Energy
and rose to the role of President in 2015.
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David was elected chair of Leadership North
Carolina in 2016. He knew and believed in the
program as an alumnus and has given it full
benefit of his experience and dedication. He
has helped position the program for sustainability for years to come and has strengthened
its reputation among leaders in business, government, education, and the nonprofit sectors.
The measure of a good leader is the legacy
he or she leaves behind. Mr. Fountain leaves
North Carolina with 1,157 informed and engaged leaders and has challenged them to exercise their influence for the benefit of our
state and nation.
I want to join David Fountain’s many friends
and admirers in thanking him for the time and
effort he has dedicated to Leadership North
Carolina and to congratulate him for a job well
done. He leaves the organization stronger
than he found it, better equipped to nurture future generations of conscientious and effective
leaders. For that, all North Carolinians are in
his debt.
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June 22, 2018

PERSONAL EXPLANATION

HON. SUZANNE BONAMICI
OF OREGON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, June 22, 2018
Ms. BONAMICI. Mr. Speaker, I was unable
to be on the House floor on June 19, 2018 because my flight from Oregon was delayed because of weather. If I had been present, I
would have voted in favor of H.R. 5676, the
Stop Excessive Narcotics in our Retirement
Communities Protection Act, and H.R. 5687,
the Securing Opioids and Unused Narcotics
with Deliberate Disposal and Packaging Act of
2018. These bills take important steps to stem
the tide of opioid abuse in this country, and I
will continue to work with my colleagues on
both sides of the aisle to combat this crisis.
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